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“The exceptionalist knows that mastery starts where complacency ends.”
Robin Sharma
Ailing Healthcare (Health Crisis)

What kind of a healthcare system do we want?

Should professionalism be the hidden driver of how and what services drs provide?

What should be regulated in a healthcare system? – conduct or ethics or society expectations
Focus – Pay

The world will pay you for what you do and not for what you know ~ Zig Ziglar
Is there another way?
The Prescription for progress

- Unity of Purpose; among doctors
- Centralized Human Resources Management (Health Service Commission)
- Improved Pay
- Role of Regulation

AMCOA CONFERENCE – 2015
What KMPDU Stands for

- Voice of healthcare
- Voice of doctors and how doctors are treated
- Unionism is membership.
- Unionism is based on solidarity. Our problems are shared; our success is shared.